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APERTURE

BULLET-IN
.

A word from El Presidente

Range Officer training

The Annual Champagne shoot at Nioka Range on the
weekend of the 24th and 25th May was a very good event
marred only by having too few of our members attending.
Seven shooters took part including one junior and we all
had a great time with some very good scores being
achieved. All right, I know that Nioka is a fairly large
distance to travel - 5 to 6 hours for most of us but we only
shoot there twice a year and the Miegel Family are terrific
hosts providing us with 6 great meals and with, what have
now become, excellent facilities with a covered eating area,
hot showers and toilets. Sitting around the log fire on the
Friday and Saturday night gasbagging and telling lies
reminded me of the good times we had at the old Piambong
range where we shot the Billy Dixon match from 1999 to
2009. I was interesting that all of us stayed on site with
various forms of accommodation. The next Billy Dixon
Shoot takes place at the range in September on the 20th and
21st and I would like all our members to make a special
effort to attend and take part. It is also the BRAA AGM.

A number of BRAA Members have become accredited
Range Officers under the scheme that allows a club
appointed Training Officer to run training programs in
house.
So far Bill Sherman, Jim Skyrm, Ken Hiley and Dan
McDonald have completed the course and received their
range officer cards from SSAA. Gary Vandersluis and Paul
Radin completed the course at Nioka in May.
BRAA’s trainer is Paul McCarthy and he is provided with
training material and test papers by SSAA. Each trainee is
expected to study the course material, participate in a
training session with Paul, complete a written test and act
as RO’s at a BRAA match, again under Paul’s supervision.
He then advises SSAA that ‘so and so’ has completed the
course and a badge is issued by SSAA.
Previously, Branch Training Officers could only carry out
training. Trainees had to attend a course somewhere away
from their Clubs or else the Training Officer would put on a
course for a particular Club. All a bit unwieldy and a
shortage of ROs was the result.
Being a RO under the new scheme does not mean that you
can go along to another Club and say that you want to take
over their matches. You will only be an RO for BRAA but
you will be qualified to act in that role at another Club if
asked to do so.

………… Gary

Range Officer Bill in Training at Canberra
It is obviously desirable to have as many BRAA members as
possible qualified to act as Range Officers and able to run
our matches. Your Committee is asking for interested
Members to contact Secretary Bill Sherman on
bsher40@bigpond.com or 9997 5532 to put their name
down. ………. Bill

Bacon ‘n eggs ‘n snags on the range – excellent!
I wonder if the Miegels have considered a ‘bunkhouse’ –
now there’s an idea ……….… S/f
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Well what a great weekend at Nioka - buffalo rifles, shotguns
and cannons, some even had muzzle loaders. Fine food,
campfires and perfect weather with the Nioka Range being
it’s usual challenge.

POSN.

Final scores on the day were comparatively low but quite
close as we only recorded one point for ‘hits’. ‘Possible’ max
score was 50. Black hits were too difficult to determine.

SIDE EVENT
He’ not actually cooking – just checking on the bacon
Seven intrepid buffalo hunters stalked the range; Havilah
(Happy Hanns), Paul (Rusty Nail), Luke (Missisippi), Gary
(Chris Madsen), Gavin (JB Books), Bert (Walker) and yours
truly Paul (Sugarfoot).
We started the challenge on Saturday morning with a warmup 300yd off hand. You all know how easy it is to hold up
those ‘peashooters’ for 5 sighters and 10 scoring shots – well
3 shooters managed 5/10, not too bad.
The 600 yd was next and some do shine, especially Luke and
Gavin with possibles (10/10) – a father and son double! The
best others could manage were 8’s and 7’s.
At 1000 yds it was all Rusty Nail with 9/10! Only just
missing a possible – bad luck Paul. Happy Hanns was close
behind on 7.
On Sunday the 800 yds got interesting - Sugarfoot got a
possible and with 8’s and 9’s the norm, things were hotting
up.
900 yds was getting harder but Sugarfoot snagged it again
with 7/10 only just ahead of Havilah and Luke on 6.
Scores and overall results are tabulated in the next column.
As I said earlier Nioka Range is challenging with
‘interesting’ (read frustrating) wind effects. It is also
difficult to see bullet fall using only spotting scopes. We had
limited ‘visual aids’ and the heat haze made it difficult to
determine centre shots at the longer ranges; we therefore
elected to eliminate any controversy by making it a simple
gong shoot. There was no trouble hearing all target hits.

The
scheduled
side
event for May was
shotgun
clays.
The
Meigels provided the
throwers and clays for
just a few dollars but
we did not have enough
shooters for a match.
But we had some fun
dropping clay ‘birds’
with some visitors who
shoot trap regularly.
Nioka is organizing
regular shotgun shoots.

CANNONS at
NIOKA
Matt and Paul Miegel
are keen to promote
cannon shoots at Nioka
Range. They had two
cannons of different
sizes to play with on
Sunday afternoon, Paul
called the larger one
Viagra! They produced
amazing results on a
metal plate target at
about 100 yds.

Contact Matt Miegel at The Nioka Range on 02 67433530
WWW.THENIOKARANGE.COM or matt@miegel.com

NIOKA?
Wear the
fox hat?
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ON THE LINE
The shoot will commence about 9-30am on Saturday 28th
June and finish at about lunchtime on the Sunday.

Note! The following dates and arrangements are subject
to change from time to time depending on prevailing
conditions etc. Every effort will be made by your
Committee to advise any changes well prior to the event.
It is also advisable to check this calendar with each issue
of “On Target”
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
event)
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

The cost of the Silhouette Shoot at Cooyal will be $30.00
to cover two days which includes both days range fees,
target paint, and prizes.
Please contact Bill Sherman to advise attendance and
meal requirements on bsher40@bigpond.com or 0418 257
330

CALENDAR 2014
25/26 Cooyal “B” 7,5,3+9 s/e LA 3 o/h
22/23 Cooyal “P” 6,4,2+8 s/e Pistol tba
22/23 Cooyal Quigley “B” Six Dist. tba (no side

Oh and one more thing. There are always lots of things to
do when setting up the range for the shoot and all too often
this is left to the ‘willing few’. If you are intending to get to
the range on Friday, please try to get there early to assist
in the set-up and also don’t forget the tidy-up on Sunday
after the shoot. We are all keen to get away to home after a
weekend shoot but it’s not fair on those few who are
always left to finish up.

20/21 Canberra “P” s/e SSAA Silhouette tbc
24/25 Nioka Champagne s/e Shotgun Clays
28/29 Cooyal Silhouette s/e Q /Bucket
26/27 Cooyal “P” 7,5,3+9 s/e Swap meet
23/24 Cooyal “B” 6,4,2+8 s/e R’fire (any cal)
27/28 Nioka B/Dixon+AGM s/e LA 3 o/h
25/26 Cooyal “B” Buffalo s/e Shotgun Clays
22/23 Cooyal “B” 6,7,8+9 s/e Pistol tba
No match.

Side Event – Quigley Bucket

Note! In each match;
•
“B” means shot on buffalo plate
•
“P” means shot on paper targets
•
the ‘numbers’ are (hundred) yards.
•
the match will be shot in that order
•
‘+’ separates Sat & Sun
•
“s/e” means side event (duh!).

If time and daylight permits a Quigley Bucket Shoot is
planned for Saturday afternoon after the main shoot is
completed. The event will consist of a shot at a wooden
bucket like the one in the well-known Quigley movie.
As previously agreed there will be one (1) shot, offhand at
about 350 yards. The bucket should be on the ground as in
the movie. We will draw lots to decide the order of the
shoot and once it is hit, that’s the end of the event. Bad
luck for those who draw their turn late in the match.

The next BRAA shoot will be a ‘Silhouette Shoot’ at the
Cooyal Range on the weekend June 28-29.
The Silhouette Shoot will be organized and run by BRAA
member Dan on his swinging metal silhouette targets.
We have Chickens @ 200m, Pigs @ 300m, Turkeys @ 385m
and Rams @ 500m.

The winner gets a smashed bucket and has bragging rights
till the next one. He/she will also have their name
inscribed on the permanent ‘Bucket’ trophy, which will be
kept in the clubhouse and if it gets hit too soon in the
match we will get a smaller bucket for next time!!!

We plan to have about an hour of sighting in before the
match so everyone can get his or her settings for the
distances. You also get sighters before each animal during a
match. All practice is optional.

Coming Up
!

July shoot is also at Cooyal but we will be shooting
on paper targets on our lifting frames. This should
be similar to the Federal Shoot at Canberra with
distances of 900, 700, 500, and 300 yds – the
latter shot off-hand.

!

More important is the September shoot at Nioka.
As mentioned by Gary in ‘APERATURE’, this
match is also the venue for our BRAA AGM and all
should be present if possible. The range has
excellent facilities and the Miegel’s catering is
splendid.
Put it in your diaries now.

!

ALSO I note that the SSAA SHOT EXPO is on
again at Rosehill Racecourse, Sydney on 21 & 22
June, 2014. Tickets are available at;
WWW.shotexpo.com.au or at the door on the day.
Free parking is available.
Times 9:00am to 5:00 pm
BE ON TARGET ….. BE AT THE SHOW

!

The next Sydney Gun & Knife Show in at Penrith
Panthers Club, Mulgoa Rd Penrith on 9-10 th
August.

Match consists of 40 shots plus sighters. Chickens are shot
off-hand. All others can be shot from any position.

	
  

You get 5 minutes for 5 shots at an animal, with an extra
two when you first come to the line for sighters/fouling
shots.
10 scoring shots at each animal gives you the 40 shot
match.
We’ll score hits, then paint targets for the next shooter.
If those present agree, informal general practice can take
place on the Friday afternoon but please be sure that there
are at least two shooters on the range and that the usual
safety arrangements apply.
Everyone will need a spotter so if you have a spotting scope,
please bring it. Bring a spotter too if you can.
As we will be shooting one at a time and painting between
shooters, those who are not shooting can to be spotting for
the shooters.
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BISON TALES

GUNSMITH

The California Gold Rush of 1849 wasn’t America’s first
gold rush. It wasn’t even the second.!

How to Make Black Powder – Part 1
The price of a Kilo of Swiss Powder has reached $99.00 and
Wano is also getting to be more expensive for the premium
line at about $60.00. Expensive considering the ingredients,
and here we will look at how it’s manufactured.

When young Conrad Reed found a large yellow rock in his
father’s field in Cabarrus County, North Carolina, in 1799, he
had no idea what it was. Neither did his father, John Reed.
The family reportedly used it as a doorstop for several years,
until a visiting jeweler recognized it as a 17-pound gold
nugget. The rush was on. Eventually, Congress built the
Charlotte Mint to cope with the sheer volume of gold dug up
in North Carolina. In 1828 gold was discovered in Georgia,
leading to the nation’s second gold rush. Finally, in 1848,
James Marshall struck it rich at Sutter’s Mill in California,
and thousands of Forty-Niners moved west to seek their
fortunes.

This will be the first part of a two-part article and will cover
the manufacture of the essential ingredient, charcoal. The
second part will cover the making of a quantity of Black
powder, which should equate to 3 fg in the size of the grains.
By varying the size of the mesh to be used 2Fg can also be
achieved.
Charcoal;
Good black powder comprises by weight 75% Potassium
Nitrate, 10% Sulphur and 15% charcoal. The process for
making charcoal outlined here should make enough charcoal
for several batches of Black Powder.

The famed gunfight at the O.K. Corral wasn’t much of a
shootout and didn’t take place at the O.K. Corral.
!One of the most famous gunfights in history—the shootout
between the three Earp brothers (Morgan, Virgil and
Wyatt), Doc Holliday, Billy Claireborne, the two Clanton
brothers (Billy and Ike) and the two McLaury brothers
(Frank and Tom)—didn’t amount to much. Despite the
involvement of eight people, the gunfight only lasted about
30 seconds. Furthermore, the shootout didn’t take place
within the O.K. Corral at all. Instead, all the shooting
occurred near the current intersection of Third Street and
Fremont Street in Tombstone, Arizona, which is behind the
corral itself. Bloodshed made up for the brevity, though:
three of the lawmen were injured and three of the cowboys
killed.

To make charcoal one needs a fire pit, half a 44-gallon or
smaller drum makes a good pit although any thing that
allows you to build and maintain a good fire will do. You need
a retort. A large cast iron Dutch oven makes an excellent
retort as does a Stainless steel stockpot A new 4 litre paint
tin can also be used although it may not last past one fire. A
small hole about 3/8 inch diameter is drilled in the lid or 2 x
Ɖ inch holes close together also works well and if using a
stockpot some C clamps to help keep the lid on. The lid off a
large cast iron Dutch oven will be heavy enough to stay on
without clamps. To make shootable Black it starts with a
quantity of softwood and Spruce is recommended. This can
often be found in hardware stores sometimes referred to as
whitewood. If Spruce is not available then pine and fir will
also produce good charcoal, but whatever is used, it should be
softwood and ideally one without knots.

The Long Branch Saloon of “Gunsmoke” fame really did
exist in Dodge City—and still does. Sort of.

Spruce is cut into lengths that will stand upright in the retort
up to within a half-inch from the top so that the lid can be
placed on top. After cutting, the wood is split it into ¦ inch
pieces and the pieces put into the retort filling all the
available space but not tightly crammed in. Once a good fire
is burning in the fire pit, the retort is placed into the middle
of the fire and the fire built up around the sides of the pot
adding more firewood as needed. The whole process takes
about 2 to 2 đ hours to complete
.
After a few minutes in the fire smoke and steam starting to
come out of the holes in the lid, this will increase to a noisy
plume of smoke. After about đ an hour the plume of smoke
becomes transparent and catches fire continuing like a
blowtorch until the wood has stopped cooking. Once the flame
dies down or goes out, the charcoal is ready and it is removed
from the fire and immediately covered or the holes in the lid
blocked to stop any oxygen entering and to avoid your
charcoal becoming ash. A wet rag is sometimes used to seal
the top of the tin. The retort is left to cool and once cooled the
lid is removed and there is the charcoal.

!Anyone who watched the television show “Gunsmoke”
growing up is well acquainted with Miss Kitty’s Long Branch
Saloon of Dodge City, Kansas. What viewers may not have
realized is that the Long Branch really did exist. No one
knows exactly what year it was established, but the original
saloon burned down in the great Front Street fire of 1885.
The saloon was later resurrected and now serves as a tourist
attraction featuring a reproduction bar with live
entertainment. According to the Boot Hill Museum, the
original Long Branch Saloon served milk, tea, lemonade,
sarsaparilla, alcohol and beer. Marshal Matt Dillon and
Festus sporting milk mustaches? Now there’s a storyline.
Failed bandit Elmer McCurdy’s corpse had a more
interesting life than the man did.!
In 1911, Elmer McCurdy mistakenly robbed a passenger
train he thought contained thousands of dollars. The
disappointed outlaw made off with just $46 and was shot by
lawmen shortly thereafter. McCurdy’s unclaimed corpse was
then embalmed with an arsenic preparation, sold by the
undertaker to a traveling carnival and exhibited as a
sideshow curiosity. For about 60 years, McCurdy’s body was
bought and sold by various haunted houses and wax
museums for use as a prop or attraction. His corpse finally
wound up in a Long Beach, California, amusement park
funhouse. During filming there in 1976 for the television
show “The Six Million Dollar Man,” the prop’s finger (or arm,
depending on the account) broke off, revealing human tissue.
Subsequent testing by the Los Angeles coroner’s office
revealed the prop was actually McCurdy. He was buried at
the famous Boot Hill cemetery in Dodge City, Kansas, 66
years after his death.

The charcoal is then put into a bucket and to break it up into
smaller pieces using a 2x4. Another method is to put the
pieces through an old style hand meat grinder.
…....... Stay tuned next month for Part 2. ………. Chris Madsen

NOTE! This article is for information only. The
manufacture of black powder (‘gunpowder’) can be
extremely dangerous. BRAA and its officers do not
recommend any reader attempting to manufacture their
own black powder.

Got any interesting local stories or anecdotes from the
range?
Send them in for all to enjoy …….. S/f
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